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Aha! Solutions (MAA Problem Book Series)The Mathematical Association of America, 2008
Every mathematician (beginner, amateur, and professional alike) thrills to find simple, elegant solutions to seemingly difficult problems. Such happy resolutions are called ``aha! solutions,'' a phrase popularized by mathematics and science writer Martin Gardner. Aha! solutions are surprising, stunning, and scintillating: they reveal the beauty...
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Hacking Vim: A Cookbook to get the Most out of the Latest Vim EditorPackt Publishing, 2007
This cookbook contains ready-to-use hacks to solve problems Vim users encounter daily, from personalizing Vim to optimizations that boost productivity. It does not cover basic use of the editor but focuses on making life easier for experienced Vim users. Vim is a highly configurable, open-source, multi-platform text editor that is included as...
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Remaining Relevant in Your Tech Career: When Change Is the Only ConstantApress, 2018

	
		Remain relevant in the face of constant change during your career in technology. This book shows you how to proactively plan in anticipation of future changes. 
	


	
		Many people find technology careers enticing because of the number of job opportunities, the high compensation, or simply because of fascination with...
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AdWords For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Discover which keywords attract customers and make money
    Use your $25 Google AdWords credit to start boosting your bottom line today!    

    What's the good word? It's AdWords, the marketing solution that helps turn clicks into cash by attracting the right visitors to your Web site. This book shows...
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The 100 Simple Secrets of Successful People: What Scientists Have Learned and How You Can Use ItHarper Perennial, 2002
What are the keys to success? Scientists have studied the traits, beliefs, and practices of successful people in all walks of life. But the answers they find wind up in stuffy academic journals aimed at other scientists.
The 100 Simple Secrets of Successful People takes the best and most important research results from over a thousand...
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The $1 Million Reason to Change Your MindWrightbooks, 2009

	What is the $1 million reason to change your mind?


	Change the way you think and you will change your world. Simple.


	In this book Pat Mesiti will teach you how to shrug off the shackles of mediocrity, find your inner millionaire and think differently about life and money -- and get rich and happy along the way!
...
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The 2nd Digital RevolutionIRM Press, 2005
In the 1990s I sat in the office of a CFO of what was then a Fortune 100
company. He was not happy about the annual technology bill. Back then –
and for decades before – technology was tactical. He said something about
technology being his last unmanaged expense. I gave him a list of 10 things
we should do to improve...
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Naked ScreenwritingRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2021

	LEW: What is a screenwriter? Somewhere between the pulsating

	pentameters of a poet and the humdrum hindsight of a historian, there

	lives a curious and wondrous creature known as a screenwriter.

	Working screenwriters can be found at Vegas, the racetrack, the tennis

	courts, their favorite bars; nonworking screenwriters, same or at...
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Africa's Turn? (Boston Review Books)MIT Press, 2009
In the West, Africa’s image seems forever torn between two false extremes: Politically Correct Positive and Stereotypically Negative. Those who promote the first want to persuade us that poverty and bad government are not as bad as they seem in Africa, so a little bit of outside aid and advice can cause rapid change for the better. Those who...
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Building the SharePoint User Experience (Expert's Voice in Sharepoint)Apress, 2009

	The SharePoint user experience is critical in application architecture and user acceptance. Using tools available to all developers, you will learn how to rebuild a SharePoint site, taking it all the way from the default out–of–the–box experience to your very own customized user experience.


	Along the way you will...
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Writing Excel Macros with VBA (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	Newly updated for Excel 2002, Writing Excel Macros with VBA, 2nd Edition provides Excel power-users, as well as programmers who are unfamiliar with the Excel object model, with a solid introduction to writing Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) macros and programs for Excel. In particular, the book focuses on:


...
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Web2py Enterprise Web Framework, 2nd EdJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	I am guilty! After publicly complaining about the existence of too many
	Python based web frameworks, after praising the merits of Django, Pylons,
	TurboGears, CherryPy, and web.py, after having used them professionally
	and taught them in University level courses, I could not resist and created one
	more: web2py.


	Why did I...
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